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1. Implementations and improvements 

This version generates incompatibilities with previous versions. 

1.1 Cosmos WebServer 

1.1.1 Multithread 

The possibility that Cosmos WebServer is multithreaded has been implemented. 

For this, a new environment variable, called NUMBEROFTHREADS, has been incorporated, which is responsible 

for activating or deactivating this funcionality. 

1.1.2 HTTPS Protocol 

The possibility that Cosmos WebServer can be configured with the HTTPS protocol has been implemented. See 

later in this document. 

1.1.3 Headers 

The possibility that a Cosmos Webserver service can obtain the value of the headers of a request has been im-

plemented. 

A new parameter has been added to the services configuration file: headerParameter. 

1.2 Print reports in PDF format 

The possibility of printing reports in PDF format has been implemented. This can be done by any of the follow-

ing procedures: 

 Using the new OpenPrinterPDF method of the PrnDocument class and PrnPag32.dll dll. 

 Using the new button “PDF” in the Preview report window. 

 Using the new method ExportDocumentToFile. 

1.3 Multi-language 

The possibility of changing the multi-language file at runtime has been implemented, as well as being able to 

load a multi-language file and not automatically modify the form literals with the translated texts. 

The possibility of consulting the translation of a literal within a multi-language file has also been added. 

1.4 ODBC connections with Microsoft Sql Server 

The possibility of using the variable LOOKUPOUTERJOIN in ODBC connections with Microsoft Sql Server has 

been implemented. 

For that, the LOOKUPOUTERJOIN variable must be used together with the new variable ODBCSQLSERVER, 

which will be responsible for telling Cosmos that the ODBC connection is with MS Sql Server. 
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1.5 Java Method Call 

The possibility of telling Cosmos which virtual machine version should use to run the Java methods has been 

implemented. For this, the environment variables COSMOSUSELASTJAVAVERSION y COSMOSUSEJAVAVERSION 

have been created. 

The Java virtual machine version must be 1.8 or lower. 

1.6 AutoFit property 

The internal identifier of this property has been changed so that when the graphic component (template) of 

the Page class, or a PAG file is edited, the property is not automatically marked. 

Due to this modification, it will be necessary to edit the PAG files and select the property. 

This modification also causes Cosmos programs to be recompiled. 

1.7 Controls 

Edit Field 

The possibility of assigning a value to an Edit Field control of type Date / Time picker has been implemented. 

Lists  

The possibility of modifying the value of a cell has been implemented, as well as dynamically choosing the type 

of selection that you want to make in a list (List Box control). 

The possibility of adding a button to the Edit String and Edit Numeric fields has been implemented in the edita-

ble lists. Clicking on that button will launch the ListEditButtonClick event. 

Drop Edit and Drop List 

The possibility of dynamically adding icons to these controls has been implemented. The Icon property of the 

control will be used for this. 

1.8 Excel export 

From this version, if the path of the Excel file is not indicated as a parameter, the ExportToExcel method will 

show by default the possibility of saving it in xlsx format. 

1.9 Preview window 

In the Cosmos print preview window, a new button has been added to be able to print the reports in PDF, as 

well as a new editing field to indicate the page number of the report to be displayed.  

The “PDF” button can be hidden using the HideExportPDFButton method. 

1.10 IDE 

The list of recently opened projects will show the complete path and not just the name as in previous versions.  

Icon palette. From this version on, the window can be resized, thus enabling the complete display of the icon 

file. 
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1.11 CSQL 

The attachconnection instruction has been implemented to allow the connection to a database using the iden-

tifier defined in the connections section, thus avoiding having to select it from the "database / select connec-

tion" menu. 

attachconnection <connecion> 

1.12 Mwlisten 

The information shown in the log file has been expanded. As of this version, the date and time of the log entry 

is recorded in the log. 

In addition, while waiting to receive a new connection, it displays the message “waiting for connection ...” 

Fri Oct 04 10:28:59 2019 Esperando conexión ... 

Fri Oct 04 10:49:33 2019 Conexión establecida con el cliente 127.0.0.1 en la fecha 'Fri Oct 04 

10:49:33 2019' 

Fri Oct 04 10:49:33 2019 ctsql localizado en c:\MultiWay\lib\ctsql. 

Fri Oct 04 10:49:33 2019 Servidor listo. Puerto local 28000. 

Fri Oct 04 10:49:33 2019 Esperando conexión ... 
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2. New methods 

2.1 Json Class 

2.1.1 SetNull 

The SetNull method of the JSON class has been implemented, which allows you to assign a null value to a prop-

erty or to a JSON object. 

SetNull (name as Char) return Boolean 

Parameter: 

name Property name. 

2.2 Module Class 

2.2.1 GetMultilanguageTranslation 

This method returns the translated label of the multilanguage file from the original label. 

GetMultilanguageTranslation(text as Char) return Char 

Parameters: 

Text Defined text in the multi-language file (MULTILANGUAGEFILE). 

Returns: 

The text corresponding to the translation. 

If a multi-language file has not been defined, it will return NULL. 

If the text passed as a parameter is not translated, it will return the same string passed as a parameter. 

2.2.2 IsLicenseRegistered 

This method allows to know if the Cosmos license is registered on the PC where it is running. 

IsLicenseRegistered() return Boolean 

2.2.3 SetMultilanguageFile 

This method allows to change the multilanguage file during application execution. 

SetMultilanguageFile (path as Char) return Booelan 

Parameters: 

path Absolute or relative path of the multi-language file (MULTILANGUAGEFILE). 

Returns: 

If the Cosmos runtime finds the file and it is correctly loaded into memory, returns TRUE. From that 

moment on, the translated texts will be those included in the new file. 

If the Cosmos runtime don't finds the file or cannot load it, it will return FALSE. The translated texts 

will be those of the previous multi-language file, as long as one was already defined. 
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2.3 SimpleControl Class 

2.3.1 GetListSelectionType 

This method returns a smallint type value with the list’s selection type: (0 - NONE, 1 - SINGLE, 2 - 

MULTISELECT). 

GetListSelectionType() return Smallint 

2.3.2 SetListColumnEditButton 

This method allows to assign a button to all the cells in a column of an editable list control (String or numeric 

with values 1 and 5 in the editStyle parameter of the SetListcolumnEditType method of the SimpleControl 

class). 

SetListColumnEditButton (col as Smallint ,hasButton as Boolean ,buttonStr as 

Char default null) return Boolean 

Parameters: 

col Number of column to which add / remove the button. 

hasButton Boolean value that indicates if you want to add / remove the button to the column 

indicated in the first parameter. 

buttonStr Character string that will appear as a “tooltip” when you hover over the button in 

the editing field. If the value “null” is indicated, it will not show any tooltip. 

After pressing the button associated with the editing field, the Cosmos runtime will launch the 

ListEditButtonClick event. 

2.3.3 SetListColumnText 

This method allows to modify the value of a cell in a List Box control (string and tree). 

SetListColumnText(row as Integer ,col as Integer ,text as Char) 

Parameters: 

Row Identifier of the row to which the value is changed. 

col Identifier of the column to which the value is changed. 

text New cell value. 

2.3.4 SetListSelectionType 

This method allows to change the selection type of the list control. 

SetListSelectionType(selectionType as Smallint)  

Parameters: 

SelectionType Number indicating the type of selection. 

 The available values are : 0 - NONE, 1 - SINGLE, 2 - MULTISELECT) 
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2.4 Clase PrnDocument 

2.4.1 HideExportPDFButton 

This method allows to hide the “PDF” button in the Preview window. 

HideExportPDFButton (hideButton as Boolean default FALSE) 

Parameters: 

HideButton This parameter indicates whether or not to hide the button that appears 

in the print preview window. The available values are: TRUE and FALSE. 

The default value is FALSE (the button is not hidden). 

2.4.2 OpenPrinterPDF 

This method allows to print the Cosmos reports in PDF format. 

OpenPrinterPDF (fileName as Char) 

Parameters: 

fileName Full path of the output PDF file. 

2.5 Api PrnPag32.dll 

2.5.1 OpenPrinterPDF 

This function allows to print the Cosmos reports in PDF format. 

openPrinterPDF (fileName as Char) 

Parameters: 

fileName Full path of the output PDF file. 
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3. Events 

ListEditButtonClick 

This event is launched when a users clicks over the button in an edit field inside a List control that shows a 

button (SetListColumnEditButton method). 

On event ListEditButtonClick control lstStrings(e as event) 

objects begin 

    str as char 

end 

begin 

    str = "Fila [" + e.GetItem() + "] columna [" + e.GetControl().GetCurrentItem() + "]"; 

    str.Trace; 

end 
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4. Environment variables 

COSDUMPDEBUGMODE 

If this environment variable is defined, the Cosmos runtime will generate a log file in the c:\tmp directory when 

a memory error occurs. 

This variable is defined in the global Environment section in the cosmos configuration file. 

COSMOSUSELASTJAVAVERSION 

This environment variable tells the Cosmos runtime if Java methods will be executed with the most recent ver-

sion of Java installed on the PC. 

The available values are TRUE/YES o FALSE/NO. 

If the variable value is TRUE/YES, the Cosmos runtime will execute the Java methods using the mos recent JVM 

installed in the PC. 

If the variable value is NO or the variable is not defined, the Cosmos runtime will execute the Java methods 

with the JVM defined in the user’s or system path. 

This environment variable must be defined in the [Environment] section of the Project INI file or cosmos.ini. 

COSMOSUSEJAVAVERSION 

This environment variable tells the Cosmos runtime the JVM version that will be used to run the Java methods. 

If the version of the indicated virtual machine is not installed on the PC, it will show an error indicating that the 

virtual machine could not be started. 

This environment variable must be defined in the [Environment] section of the Project INI file or cosmos.ini. 

Example: COSMOSUSEJAVAVERSION=1.7.0_55 

MULTILANGUAGENOCHANGELABELS 

It's been implemented the possibility that a Cosmos application loads a multi-language file and does not auto-

matically modify the labels of the screen controls. 

If the variable is set with the values YES or TRUE, and the MULTILANGUAGE file also is defined, Cosmos runtime 

will load the multi-language file, but will not modify the labels or the screen controls. 

This environment variable must be defined in the [Environment] section of the Project INI file or cosmos.ini. 

ODBCSQLSERVER 

The possibility that the LOOKUPOUTERJOIN environment variable can be used in ODBC connections against MS 

Sql Server has been implemented. 

The LOOKUPOUTERJOIN environment variable tells to the Cosmos runtime that in the Grid controls, the 

Formtable obtain lookup values in other tables with a single SQL statement using “outer joins” statements, 

instead of using a SQL query for each lookup. This allows obtaining lookup data faster, increasing the speed of 

loading data on the grid. 
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Since the syntax of SQL phrases with outer joins in MultiBase / CTSQL and in MS Sql Server is different, it is 

necessary to indicate to the runtime what syntax should use when generating the phrase. 

If the ODBCSQLSERVER variable is defined with the values TRUE or YES, the Cosmos runtime will generate a SQL 

phrase with compatible syntax with MS Sql Server. 

If the ODBCSQLSERVER variable is not defined or is defined with a value other than YES or TRUE, in case the 

connection is ODBC, the runtime will not generate the Sql statement with the OUTER JOIN clause. 

This environment variable must be defined in the [Environment] section of the Project INI file or cosmos.ini. 

CENTERFORMINPARENT 

This environment variable indicates to Cosmos that the child windows of a Form with coordinates (0,0) will be 

centered with respect to the father window, instead of the upper left corner of the child window being placed 

in the center of the parent window. 

This environment variable must be defined in the [Environment] section of the Project INI file or cosmos.ini, 

with TRUE value. 

4.1 Cosmos WebServer 

4.1.1 Multithread 

NUMBEROFTHREADS 

It has been implemented the possibility that the execution of Cosmos WebServer is multi-threaded, that is, it 

allows processing more than one REST request at the same time, without having to wait until one is finished to 

process the following. 

For this, it will be necessary to define the NUMBEROFTHREADS environment variable in the [Server] section of 

the service INI file and Cosmos WebServer is started as service. 

Cosmos WebServer will be mono-threaded if it is started in application mode. 

The value of this variable will be the number of threads that the server should be able to handle. 

If the environment variable is not defined, Cosmos WebServer will be mono-threaded. 

If the environment variable is define with the value 1, Cosmos WebServer will be mono-threaded. 

When Cosmos Webserver is defined as multi-threaded, the connection to the database can only be done in 

client-server architecture. 

Local connections to the database cannot be established. In local connections this message 
will return: 
“Imposible conectar con el servidor de SQL. (Unable to connect to local database from Cosmos 
WebServer in MULTI-THREAD MODE. The connection must be client-server)”. 

4.1.2 HTTPS protocol configuration 

In order to configure the connections in CWS to be over HTTPS, the following variables must be defined in the 

service configuration file: 
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SSL_PORT 

Indicates the port number where the server will be listening. 

The definition of this variable is mandatory. 

SSL_KEYSTORE 

Indicates the path of the certificate store file. 

The character "/" should be used to separate directory names. 

The definition of this variable is mandatory. 

SSL_KEYSTORE_PWD 

Indicates the password of the certificates store file. 

The definition of this variable is mandatory. 

SSL_KEYSTORE_ALIAS 

Indicates the alias of the certificate to be used. If not indicated, the first certificate in the certificate store will 

be used. 

The definition of this variable is optional. 

SSL_KEYSTORE_ALIAS_PWD 

This variable indicates the alias password indicated in the SSL_KEYSTORE_ALIAS variable. If not specified, the 

password indicated in SSL_KEYSTORE_PWD will be used. 

The definition of this variable is optional. 

Notes: 

 If the  

 If the PORT and SSL_PORT variables are not defined, the connection will be HTTP (not secure), through 

port 8081. 

 If the PORT variable is defined and the SSL_PORT variable is not defined, the connection will be HTTP 

(not secure), through the port indicated in the PORT variable. 

 If the PORT variable is not defined and the SSL_PORT variable is defined, the connection will be HTTPS 

(secure connection), but HTTP connection (not secure) will not be allowed. 

 If the PORT and SSL_PORT variables are defined, the connections will be HTTP (unsecured connection) 

and HTTPS (secure connection), through the ports indicated respectively. The port numbers indicated in 

these two variables must be different. 
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5. Bug fixes 

5.1 Runtime 

 Execution error in cosrun when a value is assigned to a function parameter of type datetime that has 

not been defined by reference (VAR clause), has default NULL and the parameter has not been passed in 

the function call. 

 If the LOOKUPOUTERJOIN environment variable is active, in some cases it displays the error message 

“ambiguous column”. 

 The SqlDescribe method does not return the full name of a field when the connection is established 

against an SqlServer database and the field length of a table exceeds 20 digits. The buffer has been ex-

tended to 200 bytes. 

 GetListInfo method. If a list is added information at the row level with the SetListInfo method and a filter 

is applied, the info value is lost and 0 is returned. 

 In the ExportToExcel method, when it receives a null value as a parameter, when displaying the dialog 

box to indicate the path and the file name, the XLSX extension does not appear in the list. 

 ShowListFilterBar method. Sometimes it does not correctly filter the SQL lists loaded with the contents 

of a VIEW. 

 When the TWO PANELS property is marked in a list, when you click on the header and launch the On 

ClickHeader event, if the GetItem method is executed, it returns an incorrect value (greater than a 

smallint). 

 Fixed the execution error that occurs when executing a project with debugger being located within a 

function with a list of arguments and having activated the "Watch Locals" check. 

 If one of the columns of a GRID is a button, when exporting to Excel, in the Excel sheet column incorrect 

characters are displayed. In addition, if the export is made to CSV, the labels are moved. 

 The euro sign (€) is not exported correctly to Excel. 

 ExportToExcel method.  

o When this method receives a null value in the parameter and the dialog box is opened to in-

dicate the name of the file, the extension “xlsx” does not appear, which should be displayed 

since Cosmos version 7.2. 

o In an Sql list, if there is a field that has a date with a null value, if the export is made to an XLS 

file, it shows a format error and the generated file cannot be opened. If the export is to XLSX 

file, the file is generated and can be opened, but the value of the field is 00/01/1900 instead 

of null. 

o In a Grid control, if date data with null values is exported to Excel file in xls format, it is not 

generated correctly. 

o If one of the columns of a Grid is a button, when exporting to csv format the columns do not 

correspond to the data. 

o If the content of a Grid is exported in xls format, the Font of the header is not correct. 

o When exporting to xlsx format a grouped list fills the cells of the headers with "0" values. 

 AutoFit property. When editing the graphic component of a Page class, if it has a bitmap control, the Au-

toFit property will no longer be marked by default. 

 List controls. Header filter. If the value you are trying to filter does not exist, a memory error occurs and 

execution is aborted. 
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 The TotalizeColumn and ComputeListColumnTotals methods do not work correctly when data is filtered 

in a tree-type list and these methods are invoked within the code of the ListAcceptEditColumnFilter 

event code. 

 SQL LIST. The TotalizeColumn method does not correctly perform the sum of columns with decimal val-

ues in a list of type Sql if the quantities exceed the thousand unit and the column has been assigned the 

mask "#, ## 0" so that it does not show the decimals. 

 SQL LIST. If the list is loaded with a query with a limit clause, it is loaded correctly, but when clicking on 

the header to sort it, instead of showing only the records of the select instruction of the Loadselect 

method, it shows all the records in the table, obviating the limit clause. 

This version respects the limit clause, but when clicking on the header to sort the Sql list, the data it will 

show will not be the same, since the sentence is executed again. 

 Execute method of the SqlStatement class. A memory error occurs when executing an insert statement 

from this method when the table has a column of length greater than 4,096 bytes defined. 

 AlternateBackColor Method. In the Grid controls the line is not drawn correctly when the child control is 

of type Drop Edit or Drop List. 

 Local database connection. When opening a database with the Connect method of the SqlServer class, if 

it was previously opened with another SqlServer on a local connection, error -1107 returned. This error 

only occurs in the following versions and releases: 7.2, 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. 

 The export to Excel in xlsx format of a grouped list (ShowListAsMultiColumnGroup method) was filling in 

0 the header cells. On export to xls, these cells are blank. 

 The ExportDocumentToFile method did not export to XLSX. 

 The AlternateBackColor method did not work properly if the Grid control contained Drop Edit and / or 

Drop List controls. 


